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Abstract 

With the many cultural, economic, and political planes in existence, escape ends up 

being deemed a pejorative term, but how did escape arrive at this point? Usually, escape tends 

to relate to avoiding the real and/or reality to remaining in the imagination, but these acts of 

imaginative escape manage each individual and communal situation. So, how often do we 

actually escape? Yi-Fu Tuan, in his book Escapism, discusses how escape functions in that of 

nature and culture. Without the escaping from the rain, as the cavemen did, what would have 

happened to humanity? Through these decisions comes the development of a culture. Through 

culturally escaping do we see how everyone manages and balances the cultural influences in 

any and all environments. No longer is escape merely a survival strategy to live safely and 

securely, but a managing technique for everyday living. We act through escape, using it as a 

subversion to be creating and finding space for unique responses to the different cultural 

environments. 

Yi-Fu Tuan asserts that escape is an ambivalent term whether escaping to or from some 

situation, and yet the action of escape implies individual agency that influences society. Society 

also imposes such a will on the individual. With the use of Pierre Bourdieu, Friedrich Nietzsche, 

Michel de Certeau, and Henri Lefebvre escape becomes the navigating tool of culture, and yet 

its response to large gatherings of culture is to manage them. Actions of escape through 

everyday living activities, such as reading the romance or playing video games, becomes means 

of resistance that appear in contention with society are in fact in tension. To better manage and 

understand, we create boundaries and fields of technicality to better each and every practice. It 

is these tensional relationships that are used in a strategic way to have the idea of an individual 
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reach others. Unless proven to be a valued component, all actions of the imagination remain in 

tension with the real. This tension sparks community growth mediating the effects of social. 
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Introduction: We All Escape 

I entered my house, excited. I had just made my first big purchase from working an 

entry level retail job. I bought a big screen television, an Xbox 360 and the new Call of Duty: 

Modern Warfare. Finally, I could be participating in virtual existence with friends I no longer 

remained in contact with. With it came many forms of pleasure, one being that of escaping my 

physical environment. I was enveloped in another world, learning a skill in a virtual reality. 

Sadly, this didn’t last. I was soon interrupted, and my blissful escape deemed an 

unnecessary waste of time by my parents. There were attempts to monitor my online 

experience, but the virtual world was relaxing and enjoyable, yet intense and frustrating. Still, I 

found myself wanting to play more until something else eventually caught my attention. If I 

continued down the road of gaming, different possibilities could’ve awaited me. Some career in 

computer coding, or professional game development, but instead these opportunities were 

rejected. Still, I’m an avid gamer that uses gaming for the same purposes as before; to manage 

my everyday living as I pursue the life of a scholar. 

Before continuing, I ask you reader, how familiar is this story to you? If we replace the 

names of the items, or the figure in power, a common phenomenon seems to appear. There is 

this art of escaping to or from something throughout life’s interactions. A constant tension 

between managing everyday living and remaining within the expected social order becomes 

apparent. Different individual preferences work to reconcile with an established social culture 

construct. My parents thought video games were a lengthy waste of time, but my desire to play 

opened new avenues of intellectual thought which I’ve concluded are positive influences. Still, 
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some would disagree. When that form of escape is considered pejorative it elicits a community 

response, typically one that is skeptical of accepting new methods of living that may threaten to 

upset the communal cultural balance. Maybe my gaming would have cut into family time, or my 

studies, or maybe it would have become my studies. How often does the decision to either 

comply or rebel against the cultural norm present itself? How often are we escaping? Really . . . 

everyday. 

What is Escapism? 

First, it’s important to understand the functions of escape. Escape, as a concrete term, 

refers to the maneuvering between situations, both to and from. Usually, it is in hopes of 

moving to a better environment, but not always. In an abstract sense, escape is normally 

considered a negative term because it implies a rejection of the culturally accepted reality in 

favor of fantasy. 

The art of escaping requires a preference to escape. The way that knowledge comes to 

be is through a system of preferred practices which have been constituted through shared 

history and are acquired through individual experience. These actions function only in their 

practical state to demonstrate their use and cannot be considered a pure form of knowledge 

(Bourdieu 238). They create naturalized ways of thinking that become an internalized social 

structure. Prominent sociologist Pierre Bourdieu in his essay “Distinction,” discusses this 

internal social structure in terms of how the formulation of a cultural consciousness can be 

developed and later measured through evidence of the aforementioned cultural/statistical 

practices. 
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In present day society, escapism is usually considered a negative term because the 

situation to which the subject is escaping to is treated as culturally lacking in what human 

geographer Yi-Fu Tuan refers to as “weight,” or social value (93-95). These apparently 

unfavorable forms of escape are considered irrelevant to the social and physical environment 

since they do not seem to improve reality. It is important to keep in mind that being weightless 

on a social level does not necessarily equate to worthlessness on an individual level. Bourdieu 

contends that the idea of weight that Tuan asserts expresses a tensional relationship between 

dominated versus dominant factions of the societal social order, fighting to control the real 

(239). If so, escape is how difference comes to be accepted. 

The argument in favor of escape begins with the derealization or the act of 

defamiliarizing oneself with the conventional way of thinking. After escaping, reality can be 

augmented to better survive both physically and mentally. All objects can be ‘sensed’ and then 

expressed in a common sensical way according to their respective environments (Bourdieu 

241). This sensing involves escaping reality on an individual level to manage the everyday 

structure of strategic cultural practices. 

In Yi-Fu Tuan’s book, Escapism, escape is the first responsive action in the development 

of culture. Humans sought shelter to escape from the rain that came from a base of an instinct. 

Eventually this was no longer perceived as an act of escape, but as a response to conventional 

knowledge. We mask our animal instincts with a cultural lie which is defined by and through 

man alone. Using shelter to protect ourselves from the elements morphed from an initial act of 

escape into a cultural standard. Eventually this leads humans to forget that the institution of 
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this standard knowledge was not always assumed. This forgetfulness manifests as a continued 

cycle of defining and re-defining culture (Tuan 1238). 

According to Tuan, escapism is unavoidable, limited only by imagination. Still, Tuan explains 

that escapism is an ambivalent term. Escape can effectively guide the imagination to position 

certain experiences in a way that helps perpetuate culture. The tense relationships between 

society and the individual create more spaces for new information to come to light. It is, 

however, important to note that this is not a migration pattern that proceeds in a linear 

fashion. There will be opposition to every choice made on an individual and social level; every 

decision will elicit a response. To resist the current cultural sphere, one must maneuver 

through multiple imaginative and physical boundaries. Escape becomes laborious as more 

boundaries are imposed by society. The best response is to get creative about facing the 

boundaries. 

Some situations involve stepping back and observing the situation from afar while 

others involve charging forward. If a goal is imagined, the journey to attaining it requires 

planning, timing and strategical gameplay. “There is nothing wrong with escape,” because to 

discover the goal is half the battle to uncovering a better real (Tuan 83). If the imagination is 

the antithesis to the real, then there exists the possibility of changing systematic oppression for 

the better with focused practices of escapist migration and mitigation. Still, with the hope of 

better there still exists the possibility for systems of oppression to remain in place and possibly 

become stronger. 

Before delving further into the concept of escape it is important to understand the 

definition of culture, as escape is viewed as a cultural activity. Culture is a formulation of 
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individual/personal ideas that become common sense or what is accepted as normal in a 

society. As these ideas spread and become normalized they eventually come together to 

constitute a communal imagination, or shared ideology. Referring to Pierre Bourdieu, 

distinctions within culture, or what he terms “tastes,” are developed through the sensing of 

spaces and the best way to deal with those spaces. 

Think of culture as a sphere. Questioning the validity of culturally accepted ideas 

creates cracks, or crevices in the sphere. The act of escape allows one to maneuver into those 

crevices and fill them with new ideas, expanding the cultural sphere, and widening cultural 

development as new concepts assume this space and work to obtain status among the 

dominant ideological influences. As these new ideas become either accepted or rejected and 

discarded over time, the collective human consciousness forgets the prominent role escape has 

played in establishing the current real. This new real solidifies, and the lines of the crevices 

dissipate, resulting in a shift between the boundaries of the imagination and the real. It is 

important to remember that these definitions, boundaries and limitations are all subjective to 

the perspective of mankind alone, as well as in a state of constant fluctuation. Humans forget 

about these fluctuations over time, and this obliviousness masks the process of rediscovery. An 

example would be how the idea of murdering is considered evil across a network of influences 

such as politics, law, and religion. The constant narrative of escape becomes implicit. We no 

longer realize that what we are doing is escaping. 

So, what happens? We sense life, falling and tumbling through it to find a practical real 

way of living among others. I cannot escape into video games because of the qualms it causes 

others in my significant atmosphere. How we react within the practical building blocks of life is 
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how we maneuver in the world. Sometimes these methodologies are positive, other times 

negative, but all are consequences of escapism. 

How Escape 

First, as Bourdieu states in his Essay “Distinctions,” we make choices that define our 

place in culture, most unknowingly. Pierre Bourdieu insists that this comes from a multitude of 

influences. Our social identity partially succumbs to the environment. How an individual gets a 

“sense of one’s place,” or determine our figurative place, in the world is influenced by our 

actual, physical environment (241). A community’s way of living with an adherence to a certain 

culture is inculcated on an individual level, in that it is merely a set of information one accepts 

as truth without knowing why. More often than not, a societal and/or individual way of life is 

not an original creation. According to Bourdieu, these practices are, while not organically 

attained knowledge, still constitute some form of knowledge, at times widespread enough to 

be considered common. The ways of a culture are referential in that they look back to 

themselves as an established standard in order to remain in the dominant ideology. The 

inconspicuous inscription of these informative practices, i.e. brush your teeth, clean your face, 

go to school, signifies the presence of strategically placed and practiced ways of living. These 

maneuver throughout reality and are silently woven into the individual and social cultural 

sphere to be considered knowledge. 

As knowledge references back to itself as the standard measurement, it validates itself, 

rendering knowledge a quantifiable entity. Friedrich Nietzsche insinuates in his essay On Truth 

and Lying in an Extra-moral Sense that this quantifiable knowledge is an illusion of self-reflected 

knowledge (263). An individual ‘real’ tends to the ideals which allow an individual to live 
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successfully. But how is success defined if the definition of the real changes? How does this 

definition maneuver between cultural situations? 

Escape is the shifting of validated knowledge within the boundaries a single cultural real. 

If there is a logical conclusion there is also an illogical conclusion. Instead of ideas being in 

opposition with one another, they in fact create tension that later helps clarify their informative 

purposes that much more. Nietzsche asserts “their utility is their truth” in his essay The Will To 

Power, which helps to regulate the chaos of the real and ground the imagination (267). This 

utility truth is an adaptive and cognitive mapping strategy to escape through life. Escapism is a 

result of Nietzsche’s will to power, distinctly expressing how the real is more imaginatively 

involved than originally thought. In order to function, each subject must perform a balancing 

act that lays in between the dominant and dominated taxonomy. 

But how strong is a single perception of reality when placed in a different cultural 

environment? How do people from other sides of the world react when their understanding of 

what is real is challenged? When confronted with these other possibilities there is a process of 

derealization. The world suddenly becomes bigger than originally suspected and with this 

newfound awareness comes the emergence of different interpretations of common practices. 

Whether it’s the American colonies coming together to overthrow the British monarchy, or an 

individual signifying his disdain for his country by turning his flag upside down, both exhibit the 

possibility of an uncommon way of thinking that threatens the current systematic flow of 

everyday life. For better or for worse, the dominant principles of life within a social order 

usually mitigate change and the effect it has on social issues, and thus making culture an agent 

of power. 
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Culture is not just a means to power, but also a means of escape from an already 

established individual or social power. Tuan asserts that “Culture is the totality of means by 

which I escape from my animal state of being” (64). Culture is a way of escaping primal human 

nature and habituating different strategies to avoid animality. This logically leads us to conclude 

that escape is a strictly human action, and therefore truly inescapable in organized society. 

Unlike animals, humans possess hindsight: the ability to look back, question our decisions, and 

consider how we could’ve done better. Questions that are posited by the imagination lead to 

the possibility of change in the real. Yet, Humans don’t just adapt to the environment, but 

effectively change it. The real world, or the way individuals understand the real world 

fluctuates, but an objective reality exists that is truly indifferent to the qualms of humanity. 

Tuan states 

“Reality” in this sense is intractable, and it is indifferent to the needs and desires of 

particular individuals and groups. Facing reality, then, implies accepting one’s essential 

powerlessness, yielding or adjusting to circumambient forces, taking solace in some 

local pattern or order that one has created and to which one has become habituated 

(Tuan 109) 

These adaptations of imagination that Tuan discusses change the real according to the 

majority. Through time, social practices become increasingly complex, further imprisoning the 

individual within a rigid cultural sphere. Humans start by dissociating the self from the animal 

self - eating becomes a social activity, and breeding for survival becomes an expression of love -

to mask the self with qualities that differentiate us from animals. It’s a strategic wanting to 

overcome the uncertainty of Nature’s real. 
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Once habituated over a period of time, the mask feels natural as though it was always in 

place. An example would be locking my door behind me when leaving my apartment. After a 

few minutes’ drive, I am uncertain whether I did in fact lock it and quickly turn around. Turns 

out, I did lock it. The action and idea of locking my door had become so habituated, so 

normalized, that I naturally did it. Thus, the real shifts in congruence with the cultural sphere-in 

which I learned to always lock my door-until the struggle of escaping animal nature is forgotten 

and subsumed within a culture by becoming so routine that it becomes innate-I lock my door 

without even realizing that I have. A human’s ability to interpret the real denotes not just 

change, but also the ability to imagine change and escape the everyday life of the cultural real. 

Every alternate principle or set of principles that appear in a society walk this fine line 

between the real (a subjective individual or cultural notion of reality), the imagination (notions 

not currently accepted as part of the real), and reality (objective nature). How each of these 

concepts are represented as well as how they continue to be represented constitute the fabric 

of history. If we do not remember that these are in fact just depictions and not indisputable 

facts, then we become blinded by perceptions that are incorrectly believed to be objective. This 

prevents a culture from evolving, leading to oppression and factions in a society, such as the 

Civil War. The Union and The Confederacy had conflicting definitions of reality which nearly 

destroyed American Culture by dividing the country in two. By having these separate views 

crash together politically, economically, and culturally eventually led to more physical violence 

for change to happen. The factions weaken culture by dividing their perceptions of how the real 

should be defined to forward or deny any new idea that doesn’t suit a cultural real. In this case, 

the South lost which meant the social preferences of the North would permeate into the South. 
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Cultural agenda is perpetuated not only by this aforementioned ignorance, but also by 

the attempts of an individual to claim an ideology that is bigger than oneself and beyond 

culture. It is in an effort to redefine parts of culture by instituting a new basic human need 

beyond those of eat, sleep and shelter. This is what the Confederacy did with the institution of 

slavery: they glorified it as a basic human need in an effort to prevent its abolition. The 

practices that have been accepted into the cultural sphere become ideal and a standard for 

which to strive and by which success is measured in a society. Each practice is, again, a strategy 

that works to regulate the chaos of life. 

The use of a larger ideology such as slavery or religion, also can ignite a review of what is 

already common practice simply by offering an alternative. Ideas and practices naturally foster 

tension by implying an opposite. These differences and distinctions begin as shallow concepts 

that are only given depth as this tension becomes more prevalent in a culture. Through these 

maneuvering strategies we escape to and from our everyday lives to face the real in a way that 

is manageable. 

According to Michel De Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life, strategies are the more 

rigid formulation of how to adhere to the standards of living and socializing, take, for example, 

the Constitution of The United States (1251). Amendments that have been ratified for the 

purpose of equality are considered rigid and well-defined. The interpretations of a supposedly 

rigid document become more fluid as the social circle deflates from federal to state level. 

Although still understood through a federal perspective, states have more fluidity to maneuver 

in small tactic-like ways. 
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Tactics are a lesser, but more flexible form of evasion that align with the strategized 

monotony of society. Individual tactics subvert communal strategy. The individual can persuade 

the social environment to define the Constitution differently. This opinion doesn’t need to be 

acknowledged on the state or federal level, but there can still be a localized response to any 

anomaly. The document itself would be a utility of truths, a foundational truth, some parts 

nonnegotiable, others up to interpretation. Either way, each cognitive mapping of the 

Constitution creates tension with one another. The Constitution as ‘truth,’ is continuously in the 

making and ever-changing. Although it seems constant, the idea of The Constitution always 

remains in flux. The attempts at defining the Constitution are just examples of how the human 

mind not be able to accept losses incurred as being done for nothing (Tuan 791). another 

example would be how the afterlife is defined within cultural limits to help mitigate the fear 

that there may be nothing after death. The expectation of something more – something bigger 

that existed before us, and something to look forward to after our demise - is what motivates 

humans to adhere to culture. 

Complying with the dominant culture is a method of self-assurance to guarantee that an 

individual is living his or her life truthfully and acting within the cultural apparatus. While 

continuing the process of ‘making’ comes another of ‘making do.’ The ‘making’ would be the 

strategic cultural apparatuses in existence. The ‘making do’ would be the managing of 

strategies with tactics that creatively subvert the rigidity of societal strategies. These processes 

of making and making do are an attempt to escape dominant ideology within the cultural 

apparatus. For example, although disagreements might ensue between, say a New Yorker and a 
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Texan, each holding different negative and positive opinions, the Constitution, according to 

Bourdieu, is still being sensed. 

Being without the Constitution is the true negative, because without it the cultural 

outline is removed. The changing of the Constitution is a response to the fear of the document 

being unable to adapt to the evolving culture, and thus having no meaning as it loses its 

relevance. However, the ability to change negates the ability of the Constitution to remain rigid. 

Either way, the Constitution is just a piece of paper; the true negative would be considering the 

Constitution as nothing other than information arbitrarily classified as American culture. The 

prospect of nothing guiding humanity, and that we are in fact just animals who follow primitive 

instincts, is the true discomfort that we are constantly escaping. 

Interpreting the development and migration of culture through the lens of escape is 

Tuan’s attempt to focus on the prejudice that emerges in culture. Again, culture does not move 

in a linear fashion but migrates, combines, and divides in a tense and discomforting evolution. 

The ways in which culture evolves are dependent upon many factors, but primarily on the 

physical environment. In this case, Nature’s reality influences the cultural responses. Shelters 

are built differently depending on the climate. The ancient Egyptians used bricks made of sun-

dried mud to build their homes, while the Canadian Eskimos built theirs out of ice and snow. 

Each culture adopts practices based on their respective resources. These factions of culture 

ease the escape from nature by working together to create a social identity that can overpower 

Nature’s reality by masking its presence. How these factions continue to develop according to 

their cultural resources is influenced by their ultimate and idealized definition of a successful 

society. 
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As Tuan states, “Culture is thus activity. But, it is also the end result, or the product, of 

that activity” (877). The way action is performed determines how a culture changes and further 

escapes within their own identity. The imagination allows for the continuous advancement of 

culture because it fosters opinion and critique regarding current societal practices. The socially 

established institute anchors the cultural rhetoric with a semi-combined imagination-an 

imagination that allows for entire groups to accept the authority of certain rules and values, like 

trade rules. The imaginative forces of the community come to cultural agreements eventually 

accepted and then veiled as intrinsic. Seemingly stagnant, culture unfolds through the changing 

of these agreements in a somewhat collective community imagination that is mistaken for an 

objective shared consciousness. The products of the imagination attempt to forge an escape 

from nature or the self into an environment that better caters to that imagination. This ideal 

environment is obscured as natural by the pattern of human amnesia in relation to escape 

mechanisms. 

The imaginative capabilities of escape, or the ability to think of concepts and practices 

that have not yet come into existence, implies a potential reality. It is an attempt to displace 

culture to give space to subversive activities of escape in the cultural sphere, an effort to create 

the crevices that expand the dominant ideology. The human imagination is a driving force of 

change within a cultural sphere. 

Responding to and interpreting the culture of everyday life through creative outlets, 

such as writing or reading fiction, or playing video games can be unfairly labeled as 

unproductive, and meaningless to a society. This classification is a tactic of the dominant 

taxonomy, one that maneuvers between opposing ideas to elevate the status of one of these 
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ideas in a society. This leading ideology commands the respect of the community, which allows 

it to more easily manipulate the reputation of certain practices, such as creative work. With the 

continued objectifying of social atmospheres, there is a disassociation of escape from instinct, 

and it is instead redefined as an antisocial, rebellious behavior by the ideological state 

apparatus. The controlling ideology remains an active force in considering- not deciding - what 

behavior can be negatively connotated as an escape of the surrounding environment. Even so, 

escapist action seeps through the cultural cracks. 

There are many, if not infinite, masking devices that we use; an escapist mask that 

everyone wears to move through culture. Escape is then privatized, specifically to an individual 

or group, who now consider their behaviors a cultural tradition. Society is in a constant process 

of building itself, whether rebuilding, demolishing or designing. Whichever process it may be 

there is the desire to conceal the no longer reigning past ways of culture, to escape obsolete 

perspectives and values and establish a new real. The driving force behind these processes is 

the desire to escape and make sense of the natural insanity and chaos of life. When that 

foundation begins to quake is when change is permeating the cracks. The awareness of this 

developing instability gives us a chance to manage the choices that comprise the real. It isn’t a 

new real as much as a re-structuring of the real that is already in place. It could be a physical or 

mental transformation, such as the introduction of a new vaccine, or the implementation of a 

new religion. This rearrangement is manifested through and supported by new ceremonial acts 

and technical methods of communication that allow the effects of this transformation to 

strongly diffuse into the culture. 
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The only constant element of Culture is that it changes. Of course, some practices 

remain, but how many thousands no longer exist? Do we still expect widows to throw 

themselves onto the pyres of their lost husbands? Or do we still expect women to bear children 

at the tender age of fourteen? Dominant cultures consume large spaces of information, and are 

capable of controlling the common narrative within their region, say through influencing a new 

government in a recently war torn territory through military support, or shaping the delivery of 

the national news with significant political donations. 

Although appearances may remain the same, new cultural forms appear in the cracks 

that have yet to be filled. It is a continuously displacing earthquake. Still, the earthquake 

produces small localized tremors to avoid drawing attention to the change it is generating. 

Whether those cracks can seamlessly blend back into the cultural sphere depends on how 

similar or different it is to the existing system of classification. These new ideas and practices 

will then have to compete with the already organized strategic cultural formations. In truth, 

space will never be fully consumed because society is in a constant state of evolution. What 

truly matters to the growth of humanity are the interpretations we make of these fluid spaces. 

Either way, offering a new cultural perspective enables individual and social validation, 

an ultimate self-awareness and forwarding the rise of controversial definitions. The narratives 

of escape become intertwined, even though they are misunderstood. There is a balancing act, 

between popularization and degradation from the point of view of a partial popular viewpoint. 

It isn’t the action that is necessarily what is negative, but because escaping society is considered 

negative in itself. “It is the word that is offensive, rather than the anatomical feature to which it 

is applied. It offends by reducing a human being to a single organ, the (often involuntary)) 
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arousal of which holds him in thrall.” (Tuan 592-593). It is the reference of each new word or 

idea being caged into negativity because of how a society responds. Each new idea must 

provide enough individuality with some societal views to have some acceptance. Too rigid a 

stance of individuality and it will be destroyed; Too fluid, and tactical maneuvers never turn into 

strategical ideals. 

Literature Escapes 

“Culture is the product of imagination. Whatever we do or make, beyond the instinctual 

and the routine, is preceded by the kernel of an idea or image. Imagination is our unique 

way of escaping. Escaping to what and where? To something called "good"-a better life 

and a better place. "Good," for most humans historically and for many even today, 

means physical survival and a little extra. From the need to ensure both comes the 

desire for tangible things. . . Good thus translates into goods; so much of life turns out 

to be a struggle not for good but for goods.” (Tuan 1203-1207). 

The Constitution and Declaration of Independence are both tools used to integrate a 

new cultural sphere into the world: America. These documents are artifacts representing the 

transition from British to American rule. America had now wedged its way into the larger 

cultural sphere with a weak government; merely an echo of the powerful monarchy its people 

had just forced out of its cultural space. What is a nation to do as it escapes from one sphere 

and emerges into another, newly established domain; one attempting to design its newly 

independent political and social environment from scratch? Henry David Thoreau asserts in his 

essay Civil Disobedience. “The American government, - what is it but a tradition, though a 

recent one, endeavoring to transmit itself unimpaired to posterity but each instant losing some 
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of its integrity?” He argues that this complicated, mechanized idea of government to which he 

alludes is a necessity, or perhaps not a necessity, but an imposition that has become so 

commonplace that it is considered universally advantageous. 

In his same essay, Henry David Thoreau articulates the way in which the American 

government imposes a quasi-uniform way of thinking on the individual, society, and even on 

itself. The establishment of the American government is a tradition, or at least the making of 

one within its cultural sphere. It is a referential point in the history of American government-the 

first attempt to regulate chaos post-revolution. The British Empire’s efforts to do the same 

apparently did not align with the strategies the American people imagined would be most 

effective. Following the revolt, the public adopts a somewhat blind optimism, moving forward 

with the assumption that the future can only improve. This makes the American people more 

trusting of new means of ruling that may be put in place becoming far less likely to resist the 

inauguration of a dominant culture. Again, we refer to Thoreau,” governments show thus how 

successfully men can be imposed on, even impose on themselves, for their own advantages” 

(271). The imagination of the American individual and that of the American government 

coincide enough to become the new American real. 

The government is a cultural agent that, in theory, supports the populous. The American 

government then illustrates its practical use, acting as a conscientious corporation, which 

Thoreau defines as a powerful group of men who remain diligent towards the ideology of 

society (272). The individual perspective on the utility of the government depends upon 

multiple factors such as birth place, upbringing, education, etc. With such an abundance and 

wide array of individual characteristics in existence, logic deems it necessary to have a unifying 
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agent to maintain some sort of order in the larger cultural sphere, another masked attempt at 

escaping our animal instincts. Yet, too much imposition on the individual from the government 

leads to a machine-like creation where men can be too easily convinced to go against their 

better judgment or natural instincts and be carted off to war (272-273). 

Men, however, are more complex than simple drones and thus harder to control. This 

need for a certain level of individual autonomy implores men to imagine tactics that allow them 

to escape too much government imposition. These tactics, when widely adopted by a majority 

of individuals within a single cultural sphere, have the potential to turn into strategies that may 

alter the dominant ideology and subsequently the government. We can observe, for example, 

that over time there have been changes to the Constitution. Would it be safe to say that those 

changes reflect something of the public’s opinion? 

The public’s opinion comes down to individual preferences that Bourdieu insinuates are 

sensed within each individual’s respective environment to their social reals and reality. The 

common ground between individual and collective preference is the point of intersection from 

which the feeling of safety and security emanates in regard to our individual place in culture. 

This sense of security allows a cultural outline to form, which provides an individual platform 

for escape. Now escape is fostered on an individual level as well as a societal level, which 

results in an interaction between individual tactics and social strategies. At this point of 

interaction, the escape tactic either subverts into the dominant ideology or becomes a sub or 

counterculture positioned as an antithesis. As an individual, standing up to the majority is 

admittedly difficult. To use personal agency to escape society is tacitly stating “no” to the 

prevailing way of life. 
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The idea of government as an essential to functioning society has already secured its 

place in the mind of the individual, making it easier for those in power to influence intellectual 

and moral values on a personal level. Thoreau’s statement, “I am not responsible for the 

successful working of the machinery of society” is a reminder that the individual cannot be 

faulted for the failings and misgivings of the regime (285). 

So, what happens when society fails the individual? What happens when the individual 

cannot assimilate to culture? Society reacts by making room for pockets of subculture that can 

coexist within the majority. The minority then becomes a majority within itself, escaping the 

cultural space in which it cannot fit and using its individuality to create a new place and purpose 

within the hierarchy. America is no longer defined as one nationality, but factions off into Irish 

American, Polish American, Native American, etc. 

Alternatively, escape can subsume culture. Instead of dividing one culture, escapism 

tactics can bring together multiple cultural spheres under a purpose that threatens the very 

integrity of culture itself. An example would be an extraterrestrial threat in which the survival 

of all of humanity is at stake, and dependent on the convergence of all cultures as a unified 

agent. In this situation, something far greater than a single dominant ideology is at risk, and 

thus this force assumes the position of authority and causes existing factions to temporarily 

dissipate. 

Whether escaping into a greater form of culture, or into an extreme expression of the 

individual, both society and the individual will grow and evolve because of escape. According to 

Thoreau, without clearly stating preferences and wants no significant contribution can be made 

to the growth of an individual or society. Without a clear statement to society of what is 
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preferred or desired on an individual level, escape tactics will remain just that; tactics, never 

able to transition into strategies and unable to find lasting space in the cultural sphere. 

Escapist Characters in Literature 

We can further explore the extremes of escapism in an individual or social direction by 

turning to literature, a product of escape in and of itself, more specifically the works of Herman 

Melville and Nathaniel Hawthorne. Each author represents an alternate end of the spectrum of 

management within the cultural sphere. At one end, we have Melville’s Bartleby from his 

novella Bartleby, the Scrivener, who exemplifies individuality and escapes from culture into the 

self. At the other end we have Hawthorne’s protagonist, Zenobia, from The Blithedale 

Romance, who escapes her individuality by fully immersing herself into the social atmosphere. 

Both protagonists are viewed through the perspective of another character in their respective 

stories. Each of these narrators acts as a social lens through which the reader can view both 

protagonists. This type of narration allows us to effectively observe and explore the ways in 

which the dominant society perceives and interacts with social outliers. 

Herman Melville’s character, Bartleby, from Bartleby the Scrivener, follows a Wall Street 

lawyer who owns a law firm on Wall Street. The lawyer, an upstanding and hardworking 

individual employs four men including the titular protagonist, Bartleby. At first, Bartleby is an 

exemplary employee who writes excellent copy. Although he comes off as rather reclusive, the 

lawyer appears to be satisfied with Bartleby’s skills. At one point, the lawyer summons Bartleby 

into his office to review some copy. Bartleby refuses, saying “I’d prefer not to.” 

Normally, the lawyer would scold his employee, but instead he tried to reason with 

Bartleby. Bartleby seemed to understand to the lawyer’s point of view, and yet he still refused 
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to follow his instructions. The lawyer looks to his employees in disbelief, seeking reassurance 

that his request is not unreasonable, and once again suggests that Bartleby should listen to him. 

Still, Bartleby denies his request with, as the lawyer claims, a “passive resistance” (Melville 17). 

By normal standards of business, Bartleby should have been fired. As the plot continues, we 

see Bartleby begin to “prefer not to” follow even simpler guidelines involving what is 

considered common cultural etiquette and practice. 

Bartleby’s former reputation as a model employee gradually reverses. Still, the lawyer 

believes him to be a good soul. He allows Bartleby to continue working for him, believing he can 

handle his little rebellious activities, and that Bartleby will prove that he is worth the trouble. 

However, Bartleby’s passive resistance worsens, and the lawyer cannot seem to reason with 

him, nor does yelling hasten any results. At this point Bartleby has left the lawyer baffled. He 

seems to simultaneously respect, pity, misunderstand, and resent Bartleby for his apparent 

apathy. 

The decisions that Bartleby makes over time further detach him from society. The more 

he recedes into himself the more others recoil from him. The lawyer even attempts to uncover 

Bartleby’s past life, but again Bartleby “prefers not to” provide any information beyond what is 

absolutely necessary. He is in the process of mentally escaping any part of his social 

environment that requires him to do anything beyond meeting his basic animal needs: 

sustenance and shelter. Bartleby’s conviction to abstain from the traditional expectations of his 

surrounding cultural structure leads him to refuse to take on his expected role. 

Although Bartleby is not tethered mentally to the societal real, physically he still exists 

within this space, which leads to conflict. He has decided that the laws of his ideological state 
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apparatus simply don’t apply to him, and no longer recognizes its authority. Bartleby becomes 

supplied with all the necessities. Everything beyond shelter and sustenance is just a preference 

that is masked as necessity. If anything, Bartleby is loyal to his preferences, or lack thereof. His 

refusal, for a time, did satisfy his imagination. This sense of fulfillment, however, does not and 

could not last. 

Bartleby mentally dislodged himself from society but refused to escape the physical 

reality he rejected. In doing so, Bartleby partially aligns himself with Thoreau’s claims. He 

positions and declares himself against the social environment, but never expressly states his 

actual preferences. He now imposes himself on a physical reality to which he refuses to react, 

by doing things such as living in the lawyer’s office, and declining to do work or simply do what 

he is told. 

Tuan says, “such hours may be enough to make him a good scientist but not a good 

human being, for a test of goodness in a human being is consistency” (1503). The inability to 

connect with your fellow man, as the lawyer desperately attempts to do with Bartleby, impacts 

the emotional balance between the individual and society. Bartleby’s actions were inconsistent 

with the idea of human goodness diffused throughout the social environment and signified by 

the lawyer. His “passive resistance” is a form of escape. The response generated by each refusal 

to participate in culture depends on how severely the action attacks or threatens the 

ideological state apparatus, or everyday life activities. 

Soon, the lawyer can no longer manage Bartleby’s discrepancies and hatches a plan to 

maneuver away from him. He mitigated his issues by delegating the problem to someone else, 

someone who was more inclined to keep to the status quo and as a result puts Bartleby in jail 
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for trespassing. Bartleby’s mental withdrawal from society mentally provokes his society to 

remove him physically. 

Bartleby’s unwillingness to cooperate resulted in a failure to adapt with his physical 

environment. His migration from a socially beneficial ideology to an individually beneficial 

ideology cannot coexist in the ideological spectrum in which he is expected to live, and so this 

eventually imprisons him. Only so much of Bartleby’s activities will be accepted in his social 

atmosphere before there is objection. Bartleby refused or simply preferred not to recognize the 

contention his way of living had fostered, or how this conflict would eventually impact him. 

As Tuan pointed out that it is not up to the individual to maintain society, society is not 

responsible for tailoring itself to every individual’s preferences, whether you explicitly present 

them or not. There must be a point of compromise between individual taste and what works 

best for a cultural sphere as a whole. It was not the lawyer’s job to accommodate Bartleby’s 

lifestyle, even though he did it for so long. Bartleby heeded no warnings and intentionally 

remained outside the realm of communication. Since Bartleby preferred not to communicate 

and refused to meet the lawyer in the middle-say, by answering his questions about his past, or 

simply agreeing to follow professional instructions- he was forcibly removed from his way of 

life, and no longer given the chance to compromise. This left Bartleby imprisoned and the 

lawyer with the freedom to move on with his life. This correlates to the relationship between a 

defiant individual and his or her social environment. 

Think about Rosa Parks. She rejected the dominant and enforced cultural law of society 

at the time that dictates that people of color will sit in the back of the bus or give up their seat 

for a white person. In this act of protest, she threatened the cultural balance. She was given 
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several chances to move without repercussion but preferred not to, continuing her deviant 

behavior. She is forcibly removed from her seat and taken to jail. When the individual will not 

compromise with the social atmosphere, that atmosphere will attempt to remove you. Bartleby 

is just another example. 

Although Parks society tried eliminating her and her objectional behavior the impact of 

her defiance was already reverberating throughout the cultural sphere, cracking the dominant 

ideology and making room for change. Bartleby’s effect on society is not as astounding, but he 

does crack the lawyer’s individual perceptions of the real. The lawyer attempts to relieve the 

guilt he feels about his part in Bartleby’s fate, by noting to Bartleby and the reader that prison is 

more fitting for Bartleby, as here he will be free to only do what is necessary with no resistance. 

Bartleby acknowledges the lawyer saying, “I know you,” and, “I want nothing to say to you” 

(Melville 38). Although this response may seem contemptuous, it is a genuinely apathetic 

answer. Bartleby is simply pointing out that he still feels no need to engage in anything beyond 

the basic necessities, including conflict resolution or social interaction in general. Evidently, his 

ideology has not altered with his change in environment. 

With Bartleby’s recognition, he reveals that he is on some level aware of the trouble he 

has caused for himself. This implies that he also recognizes the many concessions the lawyer 

made on behalf of his whims and escapist nature. Bartleby’s apathetic convictions subdue him 

physically. Just as society could not simply move on from Rosa Park’s actions on the bus, the 

lawyer could not simply get on with his life and leave Bartleby in the past. Even after Bartleby 

dies of starvation in prison, the lawyer continues working to uncover Bartleby’s past in an effort 
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to further understand how Bartleby, the man he knew, came to be, and why he preferred not 

to. 

Bartleby’s deviation from the dominant culture, and his motives behind it, haunt the 

lawyer long after Bartleby is gone, and inspire his quest to discover how humanity had failed 

him. It is evident that society has failed Bartleby when in the end his only preference becomes 

death to avoid even the most basic necessities he once esteemed. Although he dies, taking his 

peculiar and unfavorable individuality with him, his legacy lives on through the lawyer. Now, 

the lawyer is questioning the propriety of the cultural sphere, and perhaps headed down a path 

that will elicit social change. 

Although social change is spearheaded by individuality, to effectively transform an 

escape tactic into an escape strategy one must have conviction, drive, capital and social 

support. Bartleby had only conviction but lacked the drive to articulate his desires in a way that 

would garner the capital or support he needed to elicit significant change. We will now explore 

a character who has everything Bartleby does not but lacks his conviction. 

Nathanial Hawthorne represents a different escape tactic in his story The Blithedale 

Romance. The town of Blithedale is the story of the rise and fall of an ideology attempting to 

establish itself into the cultural real as well as distinguish itself as an effective way of living. The 

story mainly follows four characters. First, we have the idealist Hollingsworth, whose aim is to 

reform criminals and create a self-sustaining society. Next, we have Zenobia, a well-known 

actress, feminist and wealthy patron. Third is Miles Coverdale, our narrator, and quiet and frail 

Priscilla. These character align in that they attempt to create a cultural sphere that is 
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independent from all others. Their objective is to institute a new form of community culture 

that is formally separated from the rest of society. 

Blithedale hoped to escape from the growing influence of industry into a more nature-

dependent way of life. According to Tuan, even the escape to nature as a counter culture is still 

just an escape from one culture into another(107). Part of the foundation of the town, 

however, is undeniably rooted in the very industrial model they wish to escape. Unlike Bartleby, 

who becomes untethered, Blithedale attempts to not only remove its subjects from the 

established real, but then ground them in a new one. 

The character whose role in the story is comparable to Bartleby is Zenobia. They both 

are viewed through another character, a narrator who can navigate society well; the lawyer and 

Miles Coverdale respectively. As the Blithedale community grows, Coverdale notes Zenobia’s 

utility, and the presumes. Zenobia as a character is incredibly loved. Through the perspective of 

Miles, we discover that Zenobia is a leader among this new community. In fact, she is the one 

who gathers more disciples using her notoriety. She handled the expected ‘womanly’ chores-

cooking, cleaning, teaching, etc.- and was advised by the men on larger tasks-such as plotting 

land and designing infrastructure. 

As Zenobia supports the hierarchy that reveres Hollingsworth, she becomes infatuated 

with him. As a result, she fully commits herself to Blithedale in an effort to win his affections. In 

the end, however, Zenobia is forced out of the society she has come to idolize when 

Hollingsworth chooses to love Priscilla instead of her. Unlike Bartleby who refused to 

communicate and rejected society through a mental escape, Zenobia fully embraces her 

cultures ideology, and is still denied the space she seeks. 
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The attempt at social utopia is challenged as individual principles begin to conflict with 

social ideologies of Blithedale. As Zenobia networks to perform the dominant social dogma of 

Blithedale she begins to lose herself and her personal convictions. Once a proponent of 

feminism, Zenobia now does the stereotypical work of a woman, allows the men to dominate, 

and compromises who she is and what she believes for the sake of a man. Reconciling 

individual and social ideology becomes Zenobia’s only motivation. Doing so will preserve the 

only thing she has come to care about; the identity she has created through her social 

relationships. In her desperate quest to expand her society, Zenobia loses her voice in an 

attempt to become more like Priscilla, the perfect woman for Hollingsworth. 

Unlike Zenobia, Coverdale confronts Hollingsworth, challenging his purposes and 

philosophies for the town. Coverdale believes he has discovered Hollingsworth’s true motives 

and is using Zenobia for her wealth. When Hollingsworth is discovered, he attempts to recruit 

Coverdale, but he refuses. Coverdale becomes the first to leave Blithedale, leading to its 

eventual downfall. 

While in town, Miles walks aimlessly until he sees Zenobia and Priscilla. They are with 

Westervelt, a man who had power over Zenobia and Priscilla. He uses them to perform an 

apparition-like scene of ‘The Veiled Lady’ a magical performance. Zenobia replies coarsely to 

Coverdale’s intruding on her affairs. Coverdale is confused as to what is happening, and 

Zenobia seems to dislike what is happening but quietly goes along with it. Coverdale presumes 

Hollingsworth is also in on this expenditure, but it is never truly revealed if he is. 

Coverdale is intrigued by the situation, so he heads out for a drink. While at a bar, he 

sees Mr. Moodie. He offers Mr. Moodie a drink and he obliges and ends up revealing the story 
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of his previous life. Mr. Moodie was once a wealthy man known as Fauntleroy. He committed 

an adrenaline-fueled crime because his life felt dull. The crime forced him to leave his family. 

The daughter he left behind was Zenobia, who lived a life without want. He later remarried and 

had another daughter named Priscilla, who was considered frail and supernatural. Both were 

related, which gave Priscilla the right to Fauntleroy, or Mr. Moodie’s, fortune. 

After this revelation, Coverdale sees a performance of the Veiled Lady, and notices that 

Hollingsworth is in attendance. Hollingsworth had left Zenobia at home, and proceeds to ruin 

the show by calling to Priscilla out of her ghostly state, signifying Hollingsworth has chosen 

Priscilla as his material queen, to the use the fortune that once belonged to Zenobia but is now 

Priscilla’s. 

Zenobia confronts Hollingsworth, and a fight breaks out. All that Zenobia once was and 

is she has been stripped of. She is no longer has a queenly role and has been replaced by her 

half-sister Priscilla. After Hollingsworth departs with Priscilla, Zenobia breaks down in front 

Coverdale. Her function in Blithedale has disintegrated into nothing, just as the flower she had 

placed over her ear. Zenobia had been pushed out of the social atmosphere she had been eager 

to embrace. She mentions that she will depart for the nunnery, but has no way of arriving, nor 

is there any insinuation of where. With her last words to Coverdale she asks her anguish at 

being ostracized becomes apparent, as she asks him to speak to Hollingsworth and say, “Tell 

him he has murdered me! Tell him that I'll haunt him! " (Hawthorne 99). 

The next time we see Zenobia, she is discovered dead in the river by Hollingsworth, 

Coverdale, and Silas Foster. Her body is frozen and unable to be contorted, and each character 

makes a presumption as to how Zenobia came to be like this. Miles believes it is the fault of 
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Hollingsworth, and Hollingsworth portrays a sense of guilt as well. Only Silas attempts to move 

her physically before Miles stops him. Still, all three fellows are attempting to impose what has 

come of Zenobia, without truly trying to understand the meaning of her fate. Zenobia cannot 

influence others, she is only influenced upon. Even though she offers ideas, none are taken 

seriously. Instead, she absorbs the ideas of others until her death, where she can no longer be 

affected as she now frozen in time. Zenobia attempted to escape into someone else, and 

because she has been banished from her social atmosphere, and can no longer identify herself 

without it, she is frozen; unable to be housed. Truly, Zenobia cannot find a place to be housed 

for long. 

Nature obscures how Zenobia’s death came to be, and only offers that she is dead in a 

frozen yet continuous current. Her significance to Hollingsworth disappeared as he saw Priscilla 

as a more manageable wife. With Zenobia’s rage and pride having surfaced, she can no longer 

remain in Hollingsworth’s society because he has shattered the mask she created using 

Blithedale to subsume her own identity. She hopes to escape to a new social order, but without 

wealth and image, she does not have the means to connect with others. Her relationships have 

spread her ideology so thin that the only convictions she has left are shallow. 

Zenobia’s “diminishment of the particular in all its concrete specificity arouses unease, 

for we are such particulars. To those who take the utmost delight in the sheer plenitude . . . 

pushes abstraction to the point where relatedness is all and the particulars are almost nothing” 

(Tuan as 2123-2125). Zenobia spread herself too thin in an attempt to perfect all of her 

relationships, to the point where she an individual no longer had a self. Using Tuan to 

understand Zenobia’s major flaw, we can view the space Zenobia created within her social 
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realm as the plentitude she strived for, that, once given to Priscilla left her with nothing of 

value, or rendered her without particulars, according to Hollingsworth. Her image and her 

wealthy income from her past could lead to a physical escape, but never a mental escape from 

the public image in which she caged herself. 

Zenobia grounded herself in others, and never fully asserted her own, independent 

identity, even when she turns against Hollingsworth. When she ends this relationship, all of her 

other relationships disintegrate, and she no longer has a person with which to anchor her 

identity. This is why Zenobia tells Coverdale that she is going to the convent; because she needs 

a relationship to maintain herself as an individual, even if that relationship must be with God. 

With no means to get there, Zenobia dies in nature. 

The consequences that Zenobia suffered, unlike Bartleby, was an inability to do anything 

other than perform in society, leaving herself with no room to contribute individual thought. 

Social change cannot be enacted without individual ideas. Although Zenobia had the drive, 

capital and support at first, she did not have any conviction of her own and left her choices in 

the hands of others. Thoreau states, “we are forever changing,” but without recognizing this 

change or how it comes about, there cannot be an escape from the constant of the real 

(Hawthorne 288). Zenobia overreacted to these changes by trying to mitigate them for the sake 

of others and lost herself in the process. Bartleby, in comparison, changed on an individual 

level, and did not react to anything outside of the self. 

Our Social Deaths and Individually Dying 

Bartleby and Zenobia’s deaths both revolve around defying instinctual necessities, 

which in turn, cause them both to lose the ability to escape to something new. Bartleby, in the 
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end, refuses to eat, and Zenobia, leaves behind her only reliable shelter, as they both attempt 

to escape a real in which they have no place. Without sustenance or shelter, there is nothing to 

escape from or to, leading to physical death. Zenobia and Bartleby attempted to change their 

personal and social atmospheres far too much, respectively. 

Thoreau asserts, “and, above all, there is this difference between resisting 

(predetermined destiny) and a purely brute or natural force, that I can resist this with some 

effect; but I cannot except, like Orpheus, to change the nature of the rocks and trees and 

beasts” (289). In other words, an individual can expect to be altered to a certain extent within a 

certain cultural sphere, but an individual cannot expect to change the very nature of who they 

are personally and socially. We cannot expect to change the physical forces of nature, just as 

we cannot expect to change the very core of our own being. This is what neither Bartleby nor 

Zenobia could comprehend. They could only escape who and where they were so much in their 

respective social reals. 

Bartleby and Zenobia are rejected in their attempts to defy the pattern of their cultural 

surroundings. Their inability to reconcile their imaginations with the current cultural sphere left 

them untethered to reality. The escape tactics they employed could not become strategic 

everyday living ideals because they were incompatible with the dominant society. This does not 

mean, however that they did not leave their marks on this society or on the lives of others. 

These tactics outlive their sources in the cultural sphere through the actions of others. This is 

the way that yet-to-be-established tactics can still become strategies; by being masked in the 

social hierarchy in an imaginative way by someone who was affected by these techniques, and 
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in turn employs them themselves. For Bartleby, this might be the lawyer; for Zenobia, Miles 

Coverdale. 

Zenobia and Bartleby’s refusal to adapt to ‘reality’ was because their imaginary 

perceptions of the real were unable to find space in their respective cultural spheres. Bartleby 

only stated what he preferred not to do. This passive-resistance never develops beyond an 

individual notion. He never communicates his ‘preferences’ and therefore never truly enters 

society. It is too arduous a process for anyone to convince him to cooperate, and so society 

rejects Bartleby and his own rejection of society. Zenobia, although a heavily influential person, 

was faced with being maintaining an image that everyone else decided for her. When it is 

discovered she does not truly fit the role society has manipulated her into performing, and that 

Priscilla is easier to control, Zenobia’s practicality diminishes, and she is rendered functionless. 

Zenobia becomes incompatible, as she is no longer understood by the social culture 

Hollingsworth developed. She no longer has a place in Blithedale. 

The deaths of Zenobia and Bartleby are a result of the tension that broods between 

escape and imposition. There is always a constant imposition; the cultural sphere is 

continuously being defined by forces that exist outside of the individual self. Tuan says, 

“. . . to Wordsworth a daisy is not just a flower in isolated glory but part of a larger 

system that includes the sun, a blade of grass, and the dewdrop. Indeed, the daisy owes 

its singularity and moral grandeur to its position among these other objects; relative 

size, location, and distance all have consequence” (2115-2117). 

A person, according to Tuan, is not only their self-defined identity, but also their identity as it 

exists and functions within their cultural sphere. Finding a balance within this individual-societal 
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relationship, involves the cooperation of personal and communal preferences. Too much 

conviction in a self-identified purpose without understanding one’s role in society, and the 

individual cannot maneuver through society enough to maintain a satisfying real. Too much 

dependence on social relationships and the social role leads the individual to a loss of the self 

as its own, independent entity. Without a balance between these two versions of the self, 

attempts to escape are crushed by forces of power in society that impose their desired cultural 

real on the individual. 

Thoreau only insinuates the government as a force of imposition but does not discuss 

other ideological influences on the individual. There are other institutions that influence society 

and the individual. This implies that there are more escape tactics maneuvering to become 

strategies than Thoreau presumed. Maneuvering is only possible through the imagination, and 

limited by boundaries created by the social real. These boundaries can be changed by strong 

conviction that leads to through subversive maneuvering. Escape cannot affect social change 

with only one of these elements. This is what we learn through Bartleby and Zenobia. 

Melville and Hawthorne examine two different forms of escape through their 

protagonists, and the subsequent consequences of each escape attempt. Neither character had 

all of the proper tools needed to make an effective escape, and their failed pursuits ended in 

death. Both Zenobia and Bartleby each lacked a vital element in their sensing of self. The 19th 

century cultural sphere could not interpret these outliers of society. Although both protagonists 

die, there influence lives on, attempting to find a place in the future. 

If these are examples that reflect the reality of 19th century America, a society that fails 

its individuals, then what happens when elements of industry and capitalism are introduced? 
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How does a society already in contention with its individuals integrate technological and social 

systems that affect not only the very fabric of the cultural sphere, but also the identity of the 

individuals making space for themselves within that sphere? To discover the answers to these 

questions, we must now turn to present day American society. 

The Capital Escape 

Today, America functions within strategic elements of socialism and capitalism. As a 

mixed economy America attempts to use the stronger elements of each system to stimulate an 

expansion of capital. This capitalist structure also acts as a social institution that imposes on the 

everyday individual. The government, and other institutions spread their conviction through 

their drive to maintain their place in the cultural hierarchy. They do this using resources such as 

wealth and by garnering national support to create an environment that is advantageous for 

the perpetuation of their power. Impositions, both cultural and corporate, begin to impede on 

the everyday way of life of a community. 

As social systems become more invasive to the individual of society, the expectations 

imposed on the individual become more refined. The use of religion and morality, for example, 

become manipulative strategic ploys to maneuver and cage individuality, and thus encourage 

conformity. As Thoreau dictates, impositions seep into the everyday living experience and we 

find ourselves projecting our desires through tactics that will allow us to escape immovable real 

that has been put in front of us (271). This is how art and literature come to be; they are 

products of the desire to escape. But still, art and literature cannot remain entirely outside of 

the influences of culture. 
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Since the attainment of success within a capital society directly correlates with the 

acquisition of wealth, then any activity unrelated to capital gain is at risk of being classified as 

escapist. Capitalism, in this case, defines the cultural real. It is an authoritative interpretation of 

reality that is tied into a consumption-based industry. The cultural practices of capitalism are 

long enduring actions that permeate western culture. This fosters a need for escape 

management by the aristocracy to keep the real aligned with the imagination of their 

individuals closely enough to prevent rebellion. 

Dissonance is closely tied with escapism, because escaping the dominant culture is often 

interpreted as an outright rejection of it. To society, nonconformity is nearly synonymous with 

insubordination, therefore escape is perceived by authority as negative. This perception is then 

diffused throughout a community to discourage acts of escape. In an atmosphere dominated by 

capital, acts that don’t contribute to monetary gain are incongruent with the social real and 

subsequently deemed acts of escape, or defiance. 

French philosopher Henri Lefebrve held the contention that western capitalism 

perpetuated the idea that everyday life activities are inconsequential. Lefebrve is using 

Certeau’s idea of strategies and tactics and applying it to culture as a system of classifications. 

Strategies are practiced forms of success that are given more power and status, while tactics 

are not pervasive enough to be considered culturally significant. Leisurely activities assume a 

space of consumption, surviving through tactical maneuvering, but never attempting to 

establish themselves as integral to society and becoming a strategy (81). 

This stark distinction between the value of labor and leisure keeps civilians in line, but 

still allows room for individuality so long as the products of imagination do not elicit too much 
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upset within the cultural sphere. In a capital system, an individual can more freely navigate 

between work and pleasure if they have wealth, without threatening the balance of dominant 

society. This freedom is only possible if production is at a level that both sustains and 

strengthens the cultural sphere. If the capital system remains unharmed then leisurely practices 

that are not primarily interested in accruing capital are a lesser concern in the eyes of societal 

institutions of authority. Lefebvre hypothesizes that management policies and the 

compartmentalization of work and life create a routine formulation for a capital government. 

“In the modern world everyday life had ceased to be a 'subject' rich in potential 

subjectivity; it had become an 'object' of social organization . . . Everyday life has 

become an object of consideration and is the province of organization; the 

space-time of voluntary programmed self-regulation, because when properly 

organized it provides a closed circuit.” (Lefebvre 59, 72) 

No matter the choice, the expansion of society within a limited imagination leads to an 

advantageous balance towards a bourgeoisie community. This separation through capital 

ideologies allows for the individual potential reals too diffuse into the cultural sphere based on 

monetary social status. The imaginations and tactics of individuals with more capital are 

prioritized over the ones of those with less. Lefebvre asserts it is a provision to keep individuals 

operating within the closed circuit of their society with less potential for doubt and questioning. 

Recall Zenobia and Priscilla in The Blithedale Romance. Zenobia maintains an elevated 

status in society until Hollingsworth decides that Priscilla has more potential worth to the 

culture. Zenobia performed her role to perfection, believing in the power of the closed-circuit 

system; if she worked within that society it would reward her. When her value diminished, the 
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potential for her tactics to become society’s strategies evaporated as well. Instead she was 

replaced by Priscilla, who Hollingsworth has classified as a far better source of capital 

production for Blithedale. 

The managing actions of a capital government work to establish a hegemonic system of 

private industries. Although companies may not remain influential indefinitely, others will take 

their place in a similar manner and the hierarchy will be upheld. Capital gain remains the key 

ideological motivation. Lefebvre explains that capitalism isn’t an all-powerful system by nature, 

but one that must offer a reality that mitigates, and satisfies enough of the communal 

imagination so that it may remain the unprotested dominant taxonomy (Lefebvre 95). 

The culturally dominant powers work to keep individual tactics from interacting with 

one another and becoming strategies that replace the ones already working to support the 

powers in place. Life is instead narrated through strategies of elitism that are organized through 

the manipulation of capital. The elite, being the epitome of society, weave their ideas of 

success into educational realms, and channel them into careers designed to cut cost and 

expand marketable potential for companies. Local business identities die as larger corporations, 

with bigger capital range, produce at a higher rate and cheaper cost, often resulting in a 

business buyout, or bankruptcy. 

Elements of escape that are present in culture also translate into capitalism. Escape 

tactics either become a commodity, as Zenobia became Blithedale; or they are incompatible 

with the socially established real, as was Bartleby with Wallstreet, and denied altogether. 

The strategic classifying of culture through capital elite practices claims there is a 

foundational way of thinking; a zero point (Lefebvre 188). In context of the aforementioned 
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reality, real, and imagination, objective reality exists at this zero point. This foundation is then 

built upon with formulated practices to establish a truth that coerces a new idea into power, or 

the accepted culture. The Constitution, for example, is a zero point for the United States, the 

standard reference for morality that influences the nation economically, politically, and 

culturally. 

In a constantly changing world, we attempt to standardize, reduce and formulate the 

economy, politics and culture into programmable services. For example, in education we use 

standardized testing to quantify the productivity rates of our educational institutions. It is an 

arduous, unending process. The more esoteric and exclusive culture becomes, the more rigid 

and strategy-like it will be. Maneuvering, or escaping in uncommon patterns is considered a 

negative way of living. If one of these patterns is accepted, such as a new method of teaching 

multiplication, its origin as an uncommon pattern, or a tactic of escape is masked to discourage 

other acts of deviance and idleness (361-362). 

Unproductive within the capital system, escapism appears to be an apparent avoidance 

of contributing to society. In fact, escape in a capital context isn’t merely being unproductive, 

but also an act of resistance. Lefebvre argues that through the separation of play and work, 

creativity has been categorized as superficial and trivial. This label remains even if the 

prominent escape tactics in a community reflect the many individual preferences that exist in 

favor of it. The imagination is adapting the dominant capitalist real into a version that caters to 

the individual. This is a survival tactic that allows the individual to outwardly conform enough to 

stay in society, but still resist, even if on a subconscious level, of a system that attempts to 

impose an all-encompassed reality. 
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To counter these small acts of escape, social institutions appropriate them into 

strategies, so they no longer appear to question the dominant culture and threaten the power 

of those institutions. In a capitalist system, the products of escape are turned into profit that 

feeds back into the society being escaped. For example, literature that questions national or 

cultural dogma is sold in a market that ultimately benefits the very nation or culture in 

question. 

These preferences can be logically reduced, quantified and interpreted statistically 

through the study and observation of social trends and individual preferences, as well as the 

effects they have on consumerism in a capital market. As the tension between terms grows, so 

does the capability to study them. Niches, like genres, continuously refine terminology in sub-

cultures- further dividing art into observable factions. They become socially administered 

instead of self-referential reproductions of reality. Think of a GPS navigation system. A satellite 

computer acquires the best route to get from point A to point B. Instead, the driver chooses 

another route that is actually quicker. The GPS will map the route, and re-calculate a new, 

faster route to point B. 

Subsequently, researching the audience and further separating them into sub-groups 

produces terminology specific to the tactic. Literature becomes layered in other modes of genre 

and sub-genre. This process of capitalist social reduction influences boundaries, and the 

expectations within those boundaries. To further understand this process, let’s briefly turn our 

attention to the romance novel genre. 

Instead of taking a critical look at the literary style of the romance novel, Janice A. 

Radway decides to study its consumers, in order to better understand and apply its value 
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beyond academia. Radway exposes the eventual intrusion of the capital market into the literary 

world. She does a semi-case study, examining the characteristics of romance novel readers and 

providing an in-depth history of how the economy influences literature. Throughout the 

twentieth century printing became easier, writing style more easily taught, and audience taste 

more predictable. 

Janice A Radway, in Reading the Romance, studies both the audience and the practical 

purpose of the novel instead of the content. Her book is an empirical study with a focus on the 

ways in which social groups form. America’s technological advances allow us to observe an 

expansion of commodity and how this permeates everyday social choices. Reading books has 

been objectively rationalized into a beneficial activity for the public. How could society use 

books to bring in more capital? By factoring in preferences and categorizing them effectively. 

The capitalization of literature promoted new technological advances, specific to 

marketing books. Examples of these advances would be mechanical typesetting, flatbed 

presses, the cylinder press, and improvement of machine-made paper (Radway 22). 

Improvements in technology and cheaper production led to a reduction in prices. As books 

became more available, reading became more prevalent, and thus a more lucrative tactic of 

escape to be appropriated. 

Publishing houses began to recruit individuals focused on cutting costs and 

accumulating wealth. Publishers were no longer quaint and localized, instead turning to mass 

production. The focus became how a novel could be most effectively marketed, instead of the 

intention of the author. Agents of capitalism were now able to understand how to guide and 

augment an audience. This newfound knowledge translated into the creation of categorized 
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literature, resulting in the emergence of more specific genres targeting a more refined 

audience. 

Analyzing the classification of literature through reading circles created a statistical 

analysis of the popularity literary trends. Examples would be how often readers prefer a happy 

ending, or how relatable the protagonist is (Radway 67). Books that use these popular trends 

are more likely to sell and contribute to the economy, and thus more marketable. As these 

styles demonstrate their worth over time and through capital, the publishing and literary 

industry becomes more heavily influenced by them. 

These influences are channeled into a semi-programmed production: an outline of 

popular traits in literature that translates into sales (Radway 44). Content cannot be perfectly 

mapped, because individual preferences are constantly changing, and so power shifts, along 

with the marketability of different types of literature. The redefinition of the collective 

imagination is reflected in literature and because of this, the model of semi-programmed 

production changes along with it. The capital market subverts tactics and strategies into a 

successful market for art. These sociological studies, however, are not a flawless means of 

guidance, nor should they be considered one. There are still inexplicable variables when it 

comes to the analysis of subjective preference. Methodology is not foolproof, merely a sign 

that points in the right direction. 

Not only does Radway examine the matrix of book-making and genre, but also how the 

fluctuations in this matrix affect an audience. Radway imposes an original semi-programmed 

case study on a group of women, like how an industry would test a potential product. Her 

research leads her to a woman named Dot, who then introduces her to the Smithton women. 
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Upon meeting Dot, we learn that she is considered an expert on romance novels. She 

earns this title is at the instruction of a doctor, who diagnoses her with depression and compels 

her to find a hobby, an escape intended to relieve her daily stresses and relieve or moderate 

her depression. Dot chooses to escape into the world of the romance novel to avoid the reality 

of everyday living and the responsibilities that come with fulfilling her societal role. She escapes 

into her imagination, which soon becomes her new real, replacing the one that is making her 

unhappy. The new real Dot created to escape her depression soon made the romance novel far 

more meaningful to her. 

The women in the Smithton group have similar reasons for reading the romance genre 

that all boil down to a discomfort with their family life and the monotony of everyday living. 

Radway’s case-study of the Smithton women reveals how the romance novel came to be their 

outlet for their dissatisfaction with the cultural real. 

To legitimize their escape tactic, Radway argues that three things are necessary: time, 

money, and cultural context. Similar to Lefebvre’s need for revolution to exist on political, 

economic, and cultural planes to be successful, Radway contends that the acceptance of the 

romance novel must occur on both a micro communal and macro capital market level in order 

to be sustained (103-104). 

Consider the scenario of the Smithton women, in which the husbands are the 

breadwinners. As the provider, the husband controls the capital in the family’s cultural sphere. 

When the husband agrees that the romance novel is deserving of his money and her time, and 

filled with culturally relevant content is when the escape tactic becomes beneficial for the 

family. For example, the wife could argue that the historical content that is typically present in a 
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romance novel can help enhance their understanding of present-day society: or one of the 

Smithton woman could decide to author a romance novel herself, thus contributing capital to 

the household. 

Only when the reading of the romance becomes an effective commodity is the practice 

of escape considered acceptable. Afterwards, the once defiant act of reading is agreeable, even 

commendable. It has a sense of actual relevance to the family whether through historical 

pertinence, acting as another possible source of income, or serving some other purpose. Since 

some of society’s dominant guidelines have become intrinsic to the individual, the individual 

can maneuver within the social sphere and still feel as though they are maintaining their own 

identity. This scale can then be enlarged to that of a socio-economic society, which Radway 

implicates with her summary of how the genre of the romance and reading in general came 

into the American cultural sphere with the use of a capital ideology. 

Furthermore, escapist behavior involves self-regulation, and the promotion of the 

escape act as a unique and fruitful experience that is worthy of study. The way in which an 

individual responds to escapist practices is determined by many subjective factors that may or 

may not be determined. What we already know, however, is that the reaction to escape on a 

cultural level is a manifestation of how the cultural sphere was developed; an expression of the 

negative associations with escape that the dominant ideology has cultivated within its 

individuals. 

Dot’s Smithton group further promotes romance through individual tastes and 

preferences that can bond communities. By disguising their escape tactic as a unifying product 

that contributes to the capital pool, the Smithton women can stealthily morph it into a socially 
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acceptable strategy. Although, she acquires the capability to make wealth through capital, it 

isn’t for the sake of capital gain, but for the sake of legitimizing her escape tactic into a strategy. 

First, Radway uses Lefebvre’s three necessities to maneuver through culture to explain 

how romance progressed. Next, she uses this semi-programmed methodology to illustrate how 

the Smithton women reclaim their leisurely activities and turn them into productive strategies 

in their community of like-minded imaginations. Similar to a semi-combined imagination, a 

semi-production attempts to identify and merge the qualities necessary to regulate and 

increase production. The goal of a semi-production is to solidify a marketable field and translate 

it into revenue that only has to manage a few external factors. Production in industrial mass 

markets becomes a matter of studying trends to increase profit, and market a product 

regardless of cultural dissonance. 

Radway relates the culturally implicit notion of escape having exclusively negative 

consequences to American capitalism. Escapism, by this logic, would appear to anti-capital, but 

it is used as a market commodity in big business. In terms of business, escape is no longer an 

adverse, abstract concept, but a tangible product that can be marketed, such as Radway’s 

romance novels, violent video games, or even mind-altering drugs and alcohol. 

Corporations and social institutions take advantage of the individual’s desire to escape 

once they realize it cannot be completely eradicated. Tactics are transformed into products that 

can be marketed as a means of obtaining the potential real that exists in an individual’s 

imagination. This is a solution to cultural dissonance that reduces, but does not entirely 

eliminate, an individual’s awareness of how unhappy they have become with society and puts 
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the possibility into practice that an idea can become a part of the everyday real; a possibility 

that the Smithton women turned into a reality. 

The Smithton women, and their ability to adapt an escapist behavior into a cultural 

activity does more than simply escape capital influences or subvert an escape tactic into a 

capital expenditure. Although possibly influenced by the semi-programming of romance novels, 

the underlying factors that cannot be measured led to a clan-like collection of women having 

similar experiences. As a result, the women progress through ideologies in order to experience 

an imaginative lifestyle within the romance novel. Dot turns her passion into both a 

commodifiable product and a collective connection that reinvigorates a community that quite a 

few of the women, explicitly state, would not exist without Dot. 

The effect of communal ties within the escapist attitude of reading the romance 

motivated the Smithton women to seek common ground, facilitate ideas, and even discuss how 

the romance novel led to personal, and capital wealth. The romance involved a lifestyle of 

connectivity, one that does not separate work and play. Through subversive act and communal 

ties, escape can empower, and commandeer the strategies capitalism uses to pervade life. 

To reiterate, Tuan states reality is indifferent to the needs of anyone or anything in the 

real, and imagination (109). Tuan is reminding readers that social habits are nothing more than 

systematic attempts to maintain a closed-circuit society, in which the dominant powers remain 

the same. Escape tactics in a capitalist culture are used for one of two reasons: to evade 

dominant ideology and practice, or to be commodified and marketed to contribute to the 

economy and overall success of the culture. These two functions, while logically oppositional, 

still work together to maintain a utilitarian society. 
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An individual, Dot, re-claimed the value of romance novels and reached others who 

experienced similar actions. The common opinion of romance novels being a form of low-brow 

literature with us wrong. Romance reading’s value was simply elsewhere. Radway’s case-study 

of the Smithton women, in Reading the Romance is an example of individual imagination(s) 

remodeling the lens of social culture by escaping to claim space, and later subverting new 

definitions into society. 

The Gaming Escape 

Modern day American ideology is dominated by several different institutional 

influences, but technology is arguably the most powerful one. Technological innovation greatly 

affects capitalist America by acting as the primary force driving both the production of 

commodity industry while being a lucrative marketing tool. The capitalist market is constantly 

searching for new technology devices and methods to make production more cost efficient. 

Just as Radway’s romance novels both contributed to, and subverted dominant capitalist 

ideology, technology is used as a cultural escapist tool that also benefits the capital system. 

Technology has become a means within itself in the capital market, not only as a tactic, but also 

a strategy. 

Technological advances have become a means to an end; another crevice that is 

becoming more mountainous. The cracks appear in such haste that they quickly become one of 

Lefebvre’s planes in the cultural sphere, one we refer to as the virtual. The virtual plane is 

another platform of communication in which the individual and society now operate. Although 

society attempts to dictate rules and laws specifically tailored to the virtual, the internet has 

offered such an immense landscape to migrate that it is impossible to fully police, another Wild 
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West. The virtual is a tactic that has maneuvered into a functional strategy, one that has 

constituted itself as separate from the physical real. Since the virtual remains a space that has 

unknown cracks as well as a vast and uncontrollable atmosphere it appears to oppose the 

dominant ideology. 

In Gordon Calleja’s article, Digital Games and Escapism, he describes the binary relation 

imposed upon the virtual world, by the real world: artificial ways of life versus everyday 

activities (335). The real refers to actions that happen in the physical world, while the virtual 

does not. The first binary should be thought of as another cultural connection to escapism. The 

virtual is an imaginative escape, a choice to migrate into a realm that reality, and the social real 

do not offer. Each migration comes with a cost, as Zenobia and Bartleby show us. With enough 

imaginative drive, the individual and society create space for a virtual reality, allowing ideas 

rejected by one world to migrate into a new cultural sphere. 

The virtual needs solid economic, political, and cultural content to exist within and 

influence the capital environment. The virtual connects like-minded individuals through a new 

platform that allows them a second opportunity to create intricate networks. “The community 

is not pinned to a physical location but can be accessed from any terminal that provides a 

suitable gateway” (Calleja 332). In other words, virtual worlds offer another layer of 

experiences similar to, and sometimes better than the real: communication is faster, friendship 

is easier, and the geography is picturesque and vast. The language of American economy is 

changing with the opening of the virtual gateway, offering new ways to operate that are foreign 

to the societal norms. 
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During the shift from the industrial age of America to a digital age, the virtual and acts 

within it were still considered a negative form of escape in relation to capitalism. Online 

activities such as blogging, vlogging, and gaming were considered escapist because they 

borrowed too much time from the physical real without any initial or apparent contribution to 

capital society. Here, we again observe the effects of the negative connotation of escapism. For 

the virtual world to be considered a positive aspect of society, it had to be established as a 

potential real that can fit into the capital model. As time and technology progressed, the virtual 

became a place where the economy could be promoted. Forbes magazine produced an article 

in 2012 reporting the “global market for video games is expected to grow from $67 billion in 

2012 to $82 billion in 2017” (Forbes Online). This is only a single example of the many ways the 

virtual world has impacted capital in the physical world. 

Although often considered escapist, gaming reacts and successfully contributes to the 

capital market. Its association with escape despite its evidently positive role in capitalist society, 

is a result of the nature of gaming as an activity that strictly avoids the real, like the Smithton 

women’s romance novels. Calleja argues that any activity can only be perceived as a form of 

escape on an individual level, because reality is different and specific to every individual. What 

Calleja fails to consider however, is that while reality may shift from individual to individual, 

there is an agreed upon, collective real that dominates society and in this real escape does 

exist. Just as the Smithton women turn their escape tactic into a strategy by contextualizing the 

purpose of the romance novel on a societal level, gaming becomes an engaging form of escape 

that impacts and reverberates through the entire cultural sphere (341). 
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To sustain growth, the virtual environments created through gaming must offer spatial, 

temporal and psychological boundaries that at least mimic that of the real world. Video games 

evade the cultural requirements of everyday life in a way comparable to escapism, reacting 

within the cultural sphere on a micro and macro level. Gaming has its own social rules and 

context that distinguish the virtual from the physical world, especially through massive 

multiplayer online games (MMOG). This is not to say that virtual reality does not have to 

contribute to fiscal reality to maintain its cultural space. Aside from serving as a hobby-like 

escape, gaming can be characterized as a secondary job. There are even company employment 

opportunities for in-gaming capital that can later translate to wealth outside of the game; an 

activity that effectively engages with a capital ideology. 

An individual can be game/virtual rich and cash poor, like a farmer who is usually land 

rich and cash poor. Most MMO games have players that independently collect resources and 

sell them for real profit through a PayPal account, if another player wishes to pay them for their 

time collecting. It is similar in action to a gig-economy. Gaming becomes a function of the 

economy, working within it to be considered culturally acceptable. The cultural acceptance of 

the internet, its boundaries, and its ideology in the physical world, allows for an easier time 

maneuvering from the real to the virtual. 

The virtual constitutes itself in the real as a computerized artefact. The physical and 

virtual reals are not in opposition with one another, but two cultural activities that are 

motivationally entwined and that engage one another. “Saying that games are escapist 

determines the mode of interaction with them, rather than describing a possible aspect of the 

engagement in any meaningful way” (Calleja 341). Digital gaming permeates into life as social 
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media does on a digital spectrum, leading to subversive formulations of traditional ideological 

roles on a virtual plane. Communities begin existing and expand within context to the artefact 

itself, as they are given a new plane on which to ground and organize themselves. Because the 

web is a place where a career can now be established, and wealth can be attained, we need to 

culturally reassess its mode of interaction with relation to capital. 

Perceiving games as a means of interacting with capitalist society, instead of something 

that takes away from physical capital, can open study to how different technical 

communication methods react in context to different gaming environments. These escapist 

tactics are techniques that reflect the translations each cultural atmosphere, be it a game or 

real life, use in order to effectively communicate unique contextual actions (Tuan 1218). Each 

adaptable individual action is an expansive escape; one with the potential to permeate other 

cultural spheres. 

Two examples of technical communication through would be Joy Robinson’s Look 

Before You Lead which examines leadership roles in World of Warcraft compared to other 

activities outside the virtual, and Matthew Beale’s article, “Good” Grief, which discusses the 

cultural action of griefing in Minecraft. Both study the engaging methods of escape that games 

employ as they become more technical. These games have taken practices from the social real 

and mapped out language that translates them into a virtual context. They generate a unique 

technical writing format to connect the physical and virtual cultural spheres. It is a means of 

telling a single story in many different languages. 

To Tuan “storytelling is of prime importance because language is at the core of human 

culture. Without language, the uniquely human ways of transforming, covering up, and 
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escaping are inconceivable"(1041-1044). Escapism is the discursive act of continued 

subversions, especially within language. Technical writing allows storytellers the means and 

flexibility to be express themselves in more inclusive ways, as well as providing an 

interpretation of other past subversions. When we give this storytelling a practical application, 

we begin to see how it contributes to the functioning of everyday society. 

An example of this utility is demonstrated by the work that technical writing does to 

keep the real and virtual worlds in communication with one another. Technical writing is a 

specific type of writing that translates terms and instructions from one discipline to another. An 

example would be an engineer creating a basic manual for a new computer system that can be 

followed and implemented by any individual with nothing more than a common knowledge of 

computers. This method of communication serves as a liaison between individual reals that 

exist in a single cultural sphere. Technical writing is a means for escape tactics to become 

understood enough to be implemented as a strategy. Escape uses technical writing as a tool to 

propel itself into the dominant cultural sphere. 

Since the dominant societal ideology of modern day America is capitalism, in order to 

reach a point of cultural relevance, an escape tactic will use technical writing to contribute 

and/or illustrate its benefit to the economy. If we think of this in terms of gaming, we can 

consider the way a company may use jargon and concepts from marketing to convince 

individuals to take time and money from their real lives and invest it in a virtual life. The 

economy has responded to this escapist infiltration by becoming more gig-related. This 

expansive gig-economy, an economy based on the hiring of freelance or independent workers 
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for cost efficiency purposes, of technical writing is an escape from the traditional ways of task-

oriented, socioemotional modes of hierarchy (Robinson 178). 

Technical writing creates a shortcut for many disciplines, providing a more effective and 

cost-efficient way for their products to permeate other markets. The act of being online, for 

example, can be all-encompassing, keeping consumers constantly connected with potential 

ways to spend their capital. In addition, the constant flow of data between the individual and 

society made possible through the internet allows these consumers to be quantified by the 

dominant powers of society. This gives society a capital stake in the virtual, enabling them to 

more skillfully market products and businesses, and making both technical writing and virtual 

reality more valuable. 

For both the individual and society to understand this influx of data, its translation must 

be created through the convergence of several different perspectives; a technique referred to 

as a multi-modal approach. It would be formatted in such a way that acceptable tactic-like 

actions practiced and melded together form a strategic modal of success (Robinson 185). To 

succeed, the translation must take into account different aspects from different interpretations 

and combine them into a single coherent and logical explanation that can easily communicate 

with the masses. This mode of technical writing ensures that the data analysis has been 

invested with enough of the communal imagination and real to give it a practical value, in terms 

of both capital and culture. 

Technical writing shifts the economic model of society, enabling it to become more 

fluid. This new migratory pattern is nomadic in nature. It is easier for an individual to move 

from job to job, or location to location, as their skills and goals become more transferrable and 
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less specialized to a single field. The escape tactics within technical writing expand maneuvering 

capability in a cultural sphere, recontextualizing a tactic into a dialogue that fits more spaces in 

the social real. This dialogue plays into escape by giving the imagination more room to operate 

in the real, and dominant ideology less control over the individual. 

Each new choice to escape to or from an activity shows individual agency in the making. 

The ability to later reflect on and draw from those experiences instead of dominant ideology is 

a perpetuation of this power. Afterward this reflection, an individual must determine the 

societal goal they are attempting to reach through these acts of escape. The different 

geographical locations available in a cultural sphere offer different experiences, and 

subsequently different micro reals from which to choose. Communities develop that no longer 

relate philosophically, and later pragmatically to a national cultural real. Society allows these 

communal reals to exist so long as they actively contribute to a collective humanitarian good as 

defined by the cultural sphere as a whole. 

To continue acting for a unified good involves the willingness to adapt with the 

rhetorical actions of technology, and the implications it has for culture. With technical writing, 

the multi-modal ability to play with adaptable methodologies is an effective means of 

subverting and translating the tension between old and new, technologically oriented practices. 

Once the rhetoric exists, the ways in which society and the individual use it is what will 

determine its progression. Technical writing is a tool that can be playfully used in a game-like 

fashion to promote strategic thinking and expression. 

Robinson examines this function of technical writing in her article through the lens of 

traditional leadership theory and its effect on team play in interactive games such as World of 
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Warcraft (WoW). To preface, leadership was initially considered task and socioemotionally 

oriented in early research but has since been broken down and is now understood to involve 

four constituting quadrants: collaboration, creation, competition, and control. These quadrants 

were originally organized by classifying role collaboration and creation as socioemotional, and 

actions motivated by control and competition as task-oriented. Robinson applies the traditional 

real-life model of leadership to a virtual context, allowing for a more comprehensive study of 

how communication and audience development react within the real of the game. As she 

suspects, the two WoW test guilds – Alpha and Beta–function differently from normal 

leadership roles in a virtual working space. 

In her study, the Alpha group is given assigned leaders, while the Beta group is given no 

leader at all. They each conducted the same raids, but Beta outshined the more hierarchical 

Alpha group. Robinson concludes this is most likely due to Beta having to make decisions in a 

democratized manner, giving players more agency and freedom to participate in the game. This 

leads us to conclude that although it may mimic or relate to systems and practices of the 

physical world, a virtual structure cannot take on the full rhetorical value of its real-life 

counterpart. Tools and instruments in the game can only function in the context of that game 

and must be analyzed according to this context. 

Since, the four-quadrant model could not adequately assess the data Robinson collected 

on the two guilds, she maneuvers back to the earlier socioemotional and task-based model. 

Robinson reflects on her findings, noting how an earlier model of leadership better fits the 

virtual world because the virtual does not contain all of the nuances hidden in everyday 

manifestations of culture. 
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From Robinson, we learn that that the cultural subtleties of the real do not directly 

translate into the virtual sphere. An object that is multifunctional in the physical world, for 

example, may not retain each of these roles in a video game. In the real world, a hammer can 

be used as a building tool, a weapon, or a means of demolishing a physical structure; a video 

game however, may only allow the hammer to be used as a weapon. The concept of the 

hammer is individual to each world, unable to reach a universal definition that will fully bridge 

the gap between the virtual and the real. 

Lefebvre is concerned about this closed-circuit utilitarian thinking, contending that 

attempts at creating unidimensional, objective definitions grounded in only one real have a 

distancing effect between the two planes of reality. Functionality in the real and the virtual is 

not a case of black and white, there is a gray area. This is where escape operates through 

technical writing, taking advantage of this ambiguous space to open the circuits of each world 

and create a path for cultural movement. Each environment is subjected to different 

combinations of rhetorical responses and devices that prevent objectivity. 

One such response could be that of ‘griefing’ in Minecraft. While Robinson examines a 

cultural tactic in relation to a different geography, Matthew Beale describes griefing as an 

unmasking of expected contextual methods of play. A griefer masks themselves as a normal 

player by following the rules and expectations that are considered to be good and fair 

gameplay. This inconspicuous subversion of the cultural real is used in a deviant manner by 

gaining trust only to eventually destroy another player (Beale 191). 

Griefers are not nihilists, destroying players just for the sake of it, they are simply 

individuals who follow the rules of the game as a strategy to employ their own escape tactics by 
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destroying everyone else. The true aim of the griefer is to be “truly valued” for their gaming 

tactics, an aspiration only realized through enough “support of imagined worth,” or open 

approval from the gaming society (Tuan 1208). Griefers band together to perpetuate this 

desire, forming a subculture within the virtual cultural sphere. 

Just as different facets of the physical cultural sphere develop their own language and 

interpretations of dominant ideology, so do those in the virtual. This allows us to apply the 

function of technical writing to the real of Minecraft; griefers must translate the rules and 

practices of the dominant Minecraft culture into guidelines that will lead them to their ultimate 

goal. They want to feel valued for their commitment to the game and can only prove their 

worth by explaining it in the culturally accepted terms of Minecraft. 

Although griefing is a gaming style, it is not recognized by the producers of Minecraft. 

Even so, guides have been created that adaptively use technical communication skills to 

transform the perspective of the powers controlling the game itself; the only ones with the 

ability to manipulate the geography of the virtual playground. Formal Minecraft websites deny 

griefing, yet griefers have spread technical writing guides that explain how to effectively enjoy 

and enact their strategies. The explicit conversation by these authors offer a forum for 

discussion about the ethics of their gameplay, simultaneously asserting their culture and 

allowing the individual to maintain some amount of agency. It is not only an effective method 

of play, but also a platform for an active utilitarian ethical study of how griefing affects the 

Minecraft world through technical writing forums (Beale 195). 

Beale refers to these methods that griefers use to integrate themselves in the dominant 

gaming sphere as a locale ideology within the context of Minecraft. This ideology encourages a 
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continuous questioning as well as a dialogue regarding the ethical actions, and other aspects of 

griefing. In combination with technical writing, this helps to legitimize griefing by spreading the 

idea that its proponents are searching for input from gaming society, usually searching for 

constructive criticism and suggestions for improving gameplay. In this sense, griefing is another 

use of space intended to escape dominant society and procure cultural acceptance. 

A primary issue with the potential to desist the cultural acceptance of griefing in 

Minecraft is managing the different reactions of gaming society. The subversive praxis will face 

continued assault and critique until practiced to the point of normality, because gaming is not 

just a form of play; it is an imaginative world that has developed into a commodified industry 

(Beale). The fiscal relevance of online gaming is relative to differences between each individual 

game. If applicable to a capital system, gaming moves beyond play and into a marketable 

industry within the virtual and capital real. Essentially, what Beale concludes is that the virtual 

cultures within each game have nuances that can be played upon and translated into different 

levels of real world relevancy, and in the case of American society, capital. 

While Joy Robinson’s focus is on defining the relationship between the physical and 

virtual reals, Beale’s is on taking advantage of this relationship to procure cultural merit. The 

important thing to note, however, is what these arguments have in common-they both rely on 

technical writing as a strategy that blends the two together and allows them to coexist. 

Logically this leads us back to the conclusion that escape is not only a means of subverting 

culture, but also of expanding and enhancing it. 

Both positive and negative applications of escape should be studied in relation to 

culture, in order to better recognize when a reevaluation of cultural boundaries is necessary to 
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keep the cultural sphere thriving. It involves actively engaging with the always adapting 

transformations and translations of ideology; to create space but remain diligent about how it 

is being used. 

We Make Escape 

Escapism is, once again, an unavoidable concept that creates and resides within culture. 

Its only limit is the imagination (Tuan 83). Tuan considers the term to be ambivalent, believing 

the goal is what is suspect. Although this is true, an individual and society can look back to note 

the distinctions in everyday choice. Escapism, combined with imagination, is an active 

engagement. One that stresses each sphere of influence as an individual escapes and imposes 

on them. As the individual maneuvers, different societal values escape into the individual. 

To resist cultural spheres requires multiple layers of escape through the imagination to 

progress with the expectation of other’s following the path. This is a long game in which the 

best thing to do is get creative, just as the virtual does. If a goal is imagined, the journey to it 

requires preconceived planning, timing and strategical gameplay with political, cultural, and 

economic value. Afterwards, when an idea is acceptable, there is the possibility to maneuver 

from one value to another. Through subversion, migration, or masking cultural ideologies we 

leave enough room for individuals to escape, and later, possibly change those principles. “There 

is nothing wrong with escape” because to discover the goal is half the battle of realization 

(Tuan 83). If the imagination is the unreal, then the possibility exists to change a systematic 

oppression for the better with every practiced migration. What must remain in check is the 

intent of ideas that attempt to subsume space into crevices, and yet they must be validated to 

better understand culture and what escape does within it. 
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How do we do this? We remain diligent and patient, because escaping isn’t always 

positive. Culture cannot be policed to catch every movement, nor fully policed at all. Yet, where 

space is being created and escaped, is where culture finds its roots. In relation to capitalism, 

and its continuous adaptability, the only way to escape the system is to go beyond the capital 

model. Yet, it must begin at a smaller scale. The virtual offers this small space in relation to 

capital, where communities can escape in an effort to create and find space. As communal ties 

reunite within escapist culture continuous environments of escape become effective measures 

of gaining or re-enacting the actions of capital. The everyday separation of work and play 

intertwine through escapist activity and the development of cultural engagement through each 

escape or maneuvering act. I assert that escapism is a measure of culture moving beyond the 

modern through self-suppressing or self-expanding tactics. These ideas reinvigorate the future 

using the strategic method of capitalism as a secondary method to invoke further escape and 

maneuver capitalism into a working tactic. 

To make an escape from culture is not to say that ideas are in opposition of one 

another, but that they are in tension to grow in definition and be re-defined for the future. For 

individuals, we escape back into communities for connection and shelter, like Zenobia, that 

connect monotonous everyday living enough so that there is still an everyday individual 

lifestyle, like Bartleby. A final example is the old symbol of the American dream being that of a 

big house with a white picket fence. Although an ideal, it is an escape enough for an individual 

to remain in the social sphere, yet adequately outside of it. But, ideals are not constant as we 

escape and fluctuate through our knowledge and growth. The cultural bubble that resides in 

the American Dream is escaped into and changed; flooded with individual dreams. With these 
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continuous migrations, escapism proves it is the tool to use to maneuver through culture. 

Escapism is the strategic use of the real, the imagination, and reality that again involves 

remaining patient and diligent in escaping with the knowledge that everyone resides on shaky 

ground. 

As I sit here on my own unstable terrain, trying to figure out how best to use this tool, I 

only conclude that I am escaping in a way that is a formulation of me; whether it is writing my 

paper, my continued work on escapism, or the attempt to explain this idea of escape in a way 

that can be understood by others. I formulated a thesis creating technical terminology. I 

created an outline. I began adding details from other metaphysical and physical walks of life. 

Not only is this an idea, but it is a practice qualified within the writing. I worked the idea 

individually. I mulled it over, formulating it in combination with other readings and notes I’ve 

taken. 

I have taken the necessary steps to arrive to my conclusion, and yet I cannot always 

recall them because those maneuvers have been habituated into me. It’s like the habit I have of 

always locking my door to my apartment. I’ve done it so much, that I occasionally forget that I 

have done it and must return to double check. It is just a reminder of how I had mentally 

escaped from a physical action, just how I can now escape the steps I’ve taken to understand 

escape and re-establish my balance in hopes of spreading this idea. 

In truth, Tuan is right. Escape is inevitable, whether beneficial or harmful. Yet, it is still 

movement that can be contextually formatted for society or the individual to better understand 

each other. We are not just balancing the escape of society and the individual, but a whole 

network of connections that are projected onto us, by others, as well as our own impositions. 
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But we engage to later understand and be understood by others. With a better knowledge of 

how we use escape through these connections we can understand how culture comes to be. So 

we keep engaging with escape, because it is how we maneuver and better the idea culture. 
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